
HOMOPHONES

      Name _______________                                                                               Date ______________

   through  hear   tide   past     guessed

   threw  here   tied   passed    guest

   fair   break   mist   flour     sale

   fare   brake   missed             flower     sail

1.  Mr. Duffy had trouble fixing his son’s bike ____________.  He figured it would _____________ if he didn’t 
     repair it.

 

 2.  Jenna put a cup of _____________ in the bowl as her sister walked in with a _____________ in

      a vase.

 3.  Do you ___________ the thunder in the distance? I hope the storm doesn’t come ___________.

 4.  We’re going to ___________ to Bermuda where they’re having a great ___________ of Bermuda shorts.

 5.  Jerry ____________ the basketball ____________ the hoop.

 6.  The students had to pay a taxi _____________ to travel to the country _____________.

 7.  Joe noticed the _____________ was rising, so he _____________ up his lobster boat to the dock.

 8.  The ____________ was so thick that the team almost ___________   arriving to the game on time.

 9.  The jogger ______________ the town hall, noticing that its clock read half __________ two.

10.   The hotel ______________,   _______________that he had missed breakfast, when he saw the waiter 
        serving sandwiches in the restaurant.

Write a sentence using two of the homophones from the word box. Underline the homophones.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

            Write the correct homophone in the blanks. Draw a line through the ones you use. 
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What 
are

HOMOHONES?

Study 
the words below. 

What do they have in 
common and how are 

they different?



1.  Maria didn’t know wear she put her coat and gloves. ____________

2.  “I’m not sure witch highway to take when I drive to Boston,” moaned Tom. ____________
  
3.   Joe new the answer to the math problem and wrote it in the box. ____________

4.  We can buy an iPhone at the Apple store on Friday. ____________

5.  The royal prints showed the tourists around the castle. ____________.

6.  They’re father was a pilot for American Airlines. ____________

7.  She red the instructions that explained how to use the microwave oven. ____________

8.  Let’s meat at the mall and have lunch. _____________

9.  They had to tow the boat to shore because the engine died. ____________

10.  It’s not a good idea to swim in the sea if there are sharks nearby. ____________ 
  

 On the lines below, write a sentence on the top line that has a homophone used incorrectly. 
 Write the correct spelling of the word on the second line.

  _______________________________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________________________

If words aren’t spelled correctly, circle them and write them correctly on the blank lines.
If all words are spelled correctly in a sentence, draw a star on the blank line.

  Name _______________                                                                                  Date ______________

DRAW A PICTURE OF ONE OF THE SENTENCES
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HOMOPHONES SPELLING 
COIUNTS!



1.  A bald hibernating animal is a ____________________   ____________________

 

 2.  The school ____________________  explained the ____________________ reasons for the use of hall passes.

3.  A tirred root vegetable is a ____________________    _____________________.

 4.  When you add all the soil, you will fill the ____________________    __________________.

 5.  A pony with a sore throat is a ___________________    ___________________..

 6.  The ____________________ horse drank water from the ___________________.

 7.  All ____________________ pigs ____________________ from the same trough. 

 8.  _______________ going to the movies. ______________ parents told them not to go _______________

because the movie is for kindergarten children.

 9.  They had to pay a hefty _________________ to gain admittance to the country ___________________.

10.   We went to visit the _____________________  building at the state _________________. 

Think of other challenging homophones and write them on the lines below. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Each sentence should have a homophone, spelled different ways. 

HOMOPHONES 
TAKE THE CHALLENGE

  Name _______________                                                                                  Date ______________
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